[Advances in genome-wide association study of coronary heart disease].
As a new effective strategy for researching complex diseases, genome-wide association study (GWAS) has being developed rapidly in recent years worldwide. The world genomic study has been taken into a new stage, since a series of disease related genes or variants have been identified by GWAS strategy. Coronary heart disease (CHD) is a complex disease that is caused by both environmental and genetic factors, and has become one of the leading causes of death and disability worldwide. With the application of GWAS strategy, researchers from all over the world have identified many susceptibility loci or regions of CHD that were unable to be identified by candidate gene case-control study. The present paper reviewed the important progresses worldwide attained in GWAS of CHD in recent years. Then it is also expounded the challenges we are facing nowadays in GWAS as well as the future study direction. The information outlined in this paper provides us a valuable guidance upon further exploration into genetic mechanism of CHD.